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1 CHRISTOPHER WIMMER (SBN 263275)

EMERGENT

2 25 Taylor Street

San Francisco, California 94102

3 p: 415/894-9284

f: 415/276-8929

4 e: chris@emergent.law

5 Attorneys for Plaintiffs

6



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT



7



NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA



8



9 MICHELLE SKURKIS, TRINADH

BYLIPUDI, et al.,

10

Plaintiffs,

11

v.

12

ARMANDO MONTELONGO; ARMANDO

13 MONTELONGO SEMINARS, LLC;

PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGE GROUP,

14 INC.; and 2015 LICENSE BRANDING, LLC;

15



Defendants.
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21
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1



INTRODUCTION



2



1.



Armando Montelongo (“Montelongo”) and his companies and allies have made



3 hundreds of millions of dollars selling real estate education programs to Americans who long for

4 financial independence. Yet their central claim—that Montelongo’s “system” for flipping homes

5 yields profits anywhere in the nation, no matter what the state of the real estate market—is a lie,

6 and their widespread promotion of that lie over a course of years violates the federal Racketeering

7 Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (“RICO”). By this action, 164 former students now

8 seek to remedy the financial devastation wreaked by that falsehood.

9



FACTUAL BACKGROUND



10 A.



THE ARMANDO MONTELONGO SEMINARS



11



2.



Armando Montelongo (“Montelongo”) began his career as a real estate investor in



12 Texas in 2001 and began offering real estate investment seminars in 2005. He rose to national

13 prominence between 2006 and 2008 as a star on the A&amp;E reality show “Flip This House,” and

14 when he departed the show used his stardom to expand his seminar offerings nationwide. He now

15 offers his seminars through a web of companies, including defendants Armando Montelongo

16 Seminars, LLC, Performance Advantage Group, Inc., and 2015 License Branding, LLC.

17 Montelongo and these entities (collectively, “Defendants”), along with other entities and

18 individuals not yet known to the plaintiffs, operate together an enterprise called here the

19 “Armando Montelongo Seminars,” or “AMS.”

20



3.



What Defendants claim to offer through AMS’s education programs is a



21 “methodical step-by-step system for building wealth in real estate” modeled on Montelongo’s own

22 experiences. Their website (armandomontelongo.com) claims: “I was fortunate enough to find

23 millionaire mentors without whom I would have lost a lot of time, money, and hope. They helped

24 me accomplish my goals and reach my dreams. This is why I am happy to share my secrets and

25 help others succeed. Coming from living in my in-law’s garage and $50,000 in debt, I know what

26 it’s like to struggle. I am the epitome of the American dream. I turned my misfortunes into

27 millions, and I can help you do the same.” That same website also claims that the AMS system is
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1 bulletproof: “Armando’s step-by-step methodical system works in any financial market, at any

2 given time.”

3



4.



The Defendants offer the AMS system through several education products



4 (sometimes called “events”). According to their website, they sell:

5



a. The “preview event,” “taught by Armando’s personal partners, provides an inside



6



look at the house flipping business and teaches you about proven house flipping



7



techniques. Network with successful partners and learn why anytime is the time



8



for real estate. Learn about how to make money by flipping houses, build a



9



retirement income through cash flow properties, and about how to keep your wealth



10



through asset protection. . . . . At the Preview Events, you will: Network with



11



Armando’s hand-picked partners. See the options you can begin in real estate.



12



Learn Armando’s step-by-step system to investing. …and so much more!”



13



b. The “foundation event” is “an intensive, information packed workshop that gives



14



you the foundation to build your own house flipping business. Learn all about how



15



to find and fund your deals, how to use the techniques and rules Armando actively



16



uses, and how to overcome common difficulties in real estate. [¶] The three day



17



event covers all important topics for beginning real estate investors. You will learn



18



the ABC’s of real estate investing, such as: After repair value vs. fair market



19



value[;] The 1% Rule versus Mixed Rate[;] Various options for fixing and



20



flipping[.] Upon completion of this in-depth, accelerated seminar, you’ll be



21



equipped all the groundwork necessary for flipping properties.”



22



c. The “bus tour” is a “three day event filled with Armando’s most successful and



23



exclusive partners and students. At the bus tour, you will learn first-hand about



24



house flipping techniques and easy fixes for profit and personal tips and advice



25



from Armando Montelongo. [¶] This is your opportunity to network with other



26



investors, money lenders, and students from all across the US. Learn how to



27



properly assess properties with Armando and his most successful students as your
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1



guide. A one-of-a-kind event taught by Armando himself[;] Get hands-on training



2



from a team of mentors[;] Network with other investors, money lenders, &amp;



3



students[;] Learn how to have a successful business[.] It took Armando a decade to



4



establish his phenomenal house-flipping system. Learn it from the bus tour in just



5



3 days!”



6



d. “Continuing education” services, including the “asset protection” program, which



7



Defendants claim teaches “the most essential tools for protecting your finances,”



8



“healthy, strategic, and beneficial business planning,” “[i]nformation on corporate



9



structure and management,” and “the latest information on how to save tax money



10



for your business”; the “market domination” program, which Defendants claim



11



provides “the most efficient ways to flip in any market at this two day event,”



12



“training on how to flip and find deals in the smallest markets,” and “where the top



13



real estate markets in the nation are,” and gives students the chance to “[n]etwork



14



with sellers and investors to get tips from markets nationwide”; the “cash flow”



15



program, which Defendants claim teaches students “to manage rental properties,”



16



“the system for rehabbing different types of rental properties[,]” “how to work with



17



the always changing commercial market[,]” and how to “[a]ccelerate your real



18



estate portfolio with commercial flips”; and the “master mentor” program, which



19



Defendants claim gives students “access to Armando’s real estate hotline for any of



20



your questions,” “personal coaching and training on investment techniques,” and



21



“concepts and techniques created [sic] your personal mentor,” and permits them to



22



“follow up with a mentor to find what works best for your business.”



23 B.



DEFENDANTS’ FRAUDULENT SCHEME



24



5.



Although the ostensible purpose of these programs is to educate students about how



25 to gain economic security and independence by flipping houses, their real aim and result is to

26 enrich Montelongo and his related entities and allies at the students’ expense. The “seminars” or

27 “events” are not genuine educational offerings, but ruses to sell more AMS products. At the free
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1 preview event, the students are sold the approximately $1,500 “foundation” course; at the

2 foundation course they are sold bus tour packages priced between $18,000 and $54,000; and on

3 the bus tours they are sold additional $5,000 to $27,000 “asset protection,” $25,000 “market

4 domination,” $5,000 “cash flow,” and $25,000 “master mentor” programs.

5



6.



Defendants sell their products using coercion and deception. At the group events,



6 students are crowded together into rooms or buses, where they are pounded with loud music,

7 flashing lights, and chanting; told not to take breaks or leave the room lest they miss a critical

8 piece of information; and deprived of food and sleep by seminars that run until late in the night

9 without cease, and which begin again early the next morning. This atmosphere is built on the

10 model of a cult. Former AMS insiders report that, before he expanded his seminars in 2008,

11 Montelongo studied a film about “mind control cults,” and used it to develop the AMS programs.

12 At the end of the events, when the students are physically and mentally exhausted, they are

13 inveigled by promises that, if they purchase the next AMS product in line that very day, they will

14 finally get the information that will make them successful in real estate investing (i.e., the

15 information they were told they would get in the event they already purchased). Having

16 committed thousands of dollars to the AMS programs, and desperate to recoup their investment,

17 many students comply and purchase more high-priced AMS products.

18



7.



As another example of the Defendants’ sales tactics, they claim to offer students a



19 “Triple your Money Back Limited Guarantee,” under which the Defendants purportedly promise

20 to refund students’ money if they follow the AMS system and yet do not make three times their

21 purchase price back from real estate investments. This guarantee is persuasive, and a significant

22 factor in convincing many students to purchase AMS programs. This guarantee is, however, a

23 sham. Information shared by insiders of AMS reveals that the Defendants do not intend to honor

24 these guarantees, and in fact direct their sales agents not to sign the guarantees on behalf of the

25 Defendants, believing that would render them unenforceable.

26



8.



These high-pressure sales tactics and promises of future fortune do not come with



27 any educational substance. The core of AMS’s “methodical step-by-step system” is so simple it
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1 can be taught in a sentence: Take out high-interest debt to purchase dilapidated homes, make

2 cosmetic repairs, and then quickly flip them to the next investor. It is also a recipe for financial

3 disaster, at least since the real estate crash of 2006 to 2012 and at least in some markets. Homes

4 cannot be reliably sold in a short window for prices high enough to cover the debt (especially

5 when that debt is financed by high-interest hard money lenders), leaving students with either

6 unsaleable homes that end up in foreclosure or losses on their deals; federal and state regulations

7 have altered the legality and profitability of house-flipping; many lenders and developers in the

8 rehabilitation market (including those promoted by Defendants) are unscrupulous; and so many

9 investors have entered the rehabilitation market (driven, in part, by the AMS seminars) that

10 students are unable to find suitable investment properties—leaving them with debts from the AMS

11 seminars and their retirement withdrawals, and no potential of recouping their losses. Thus,

12 contrary to Defendants’ central claim, the “system” does not “work[] in any financial market, at

13 any given time.”

14



9.



Defendants market the AMS programs extensively through websites, email



15 campaigns, television, and social media (in legal parlance, “the wires”) in the hopes of luring

16 students to attend the programs, where they will be deceived into purchasing additional AMS

17 products. To name only a small subset of these communications for purposes of the RICO

18 pleading requirements:

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26



a. On October 18, 2011, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page a link and photos

from the “AM Bus Tour September 2011” page.

b. On January 28, 2012, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page photos from a bus

tour in Cerritos, California.

c. On March 13, 2012, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page photos from a bus

tour in Pomona, California.

d. On July 13, 2012, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page photos from a bus

tour.



27
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



e. On September 22, 2012, Montelongo sent an email blast titled “Executive

Summary – Day 6 of 6 High Level Investment Strategy.”

f. On September 24, 2012, Montelongo sent an email blast titled “Armando Says –

‘This Is a First Ever.’”

g. On September 26, 2012, Montelongo sent an email blast titled “Armando’s Double

Header Reminder.”

h. On October 2, 2012, Montelongo sent an email blast titled, “Best Opportunity

Ever.”

i. On November 3, 2012, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page photos showing



10



“Three full days of Armando teaching his AMazing students how to Dominate their



11



Market.”



12

13



j. On March 12, 2013, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page photos from a bus

tour captioned “Best Real Estate Seminars in the business.”



14



k. On June 23, 2013, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page photos showing



15



“Students continu[ing] their education during June’s Cash Flow weekend”



16



program.



17



l. On August 25, 2013, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page photos of students



18



“learn[ing] real estate from Armando Montelongo and his team” on a bus tour.



19



m. On October 3, 2013, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page photos from a bus



20

21

22

23

24

25

26



tour in San Antonio, Texas.

n. On November 8, 2013, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page photos from a bus

tour in Phoenix, Arizona.

o. On April 27, 2014, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page a video from a bus

tour in Miami, Florida.

p. On July 13, 2014, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page a video from a bus

tour.



27
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1



q. On August 24, 2014, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page a video from a bus



2



tour.



3



r. On February 6, 2015, Montelongo and a number of his companies’ employees



4



appeared on the CBS show “Undercover Boss.”



5



s. On July 28, 2015, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page a photo and invitation



6



to the introductory AMS events.



7



t. On November 23, 2015, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page photos from an



8



AMS “bootcamp” event in Las Vegas, Nevada.



9



u. On December 10, 2015, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page a video from a



10



bus tour in Miami, Florida.



11



v. On January 12, 2016, Montelongo posted a video on YouTube promoting the AMS



12



“asset protection” program.



13



w. On February 23, 2016, Montelongo posted on his Facebook page a photo from a



14



bus tour.



15



x. Since about August 2006 and continuously to late February 2016, the Defendants



16



have maintained the website at armandomontelongo.com and promoted the AMS



17



programs there.



18 C.



THE HARM TO THE STUDENTS



19



10.



The Defendants’ conduct has caused actual damages to students in multiple ways.



20 For one, the students pay thousands of dollars (and sometimes tens of thousands of dollars) for

21 real estate investment education that, contrary to the Defendants’ promises, does not give them the

22 skills necessary to succeed “in any financial market, at any given time,” but is instead a jumble of

23 empty, contradictory aphorisms and outdated, risky strategies that might have been useful in 2005,

24 when Montelongo launched his seminars, but that have failed to keep up with the changing market

25 and legal landscape; and that ignores critical distinctions between various states’ treatment of

26 mortgages, costs of construction, taxes, and insurance requirements. Sometimes, Defendants even

27
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1 fail to provide the promised services at all, charging students for AMS programs, and then

2 providing neither the purchased services nor refunds.

3



11.



The Defendants also harm students by encouraging them to work with AMS



4 allies—“mentors” who are paid to provide the students with supposedly in-depth advice on

5 rehabilitating particular types of properties and changing market conditions, but who often lack the

6 experience to provide insight, take advantage of the students’ trust to enrich themselves, or simply

7 fail to respond to student questions; “hard money lenders” or “gap funders” who lend money to

8 the students to purchase their homes at extremely high rates; and “developers” who solicit

9 investments from students to be used in rehabilitation deals. Although the Defendants handpick

10 mentors, lenders, and developers, recommend to students that they work with those particular

11 individuals, and benefit from these recommendations by appearing to offer students a

12 comprehensive, practical program for real estate investing, they refuse to take responsibility when

13 those allies cause students harm—such as when mentors give bad (or no) advice, lenders

14 overcharge, and developers run the students’ projects into the ground or simply abscond with the

15 students’ money.

16



12.



To further their scheme, the Defendants also encourage students to transfer money



17 in their employer-controlled or other secure retirement accounts to self-directed IRAs, and then

18 use those funds to purchase more AMS education or invest in properties (frequently with AMS19 allied developers)—making the students’ money vulnerable to the Defendants and their allies’

20 predation, and exposing the students to significant taxes and penalties. Although the Defendants

21 deliberately cultivate the students’ trust in Montelongo’s superior real estate and financial

22 expertise, they do not warn the students of these risks.

23



13.



The AMS enterprise has been hugely successful. In 2011, Inc. 500 listed



24 Montelongo’s group of companies as the 19th fastest growing business in the nation, and in 2013,

25 Montelongo claimed to Forbes magazine that his seminars would bring in $100 million that year

26 alone from 350,000 students attending over 3,500 events. On information and belief, those

27 numbers continue to grow.
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